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Main Characteristics of the ProjectMain Characteristics of the Project

 InternationalInternational

 -- partners: Slovakia, Romania, Malta and partners: Slovakia, Romania, Malta and 
BulgariaBulgaria

 -- issues to be treated issues to be treated –– media competences in media competences in 
the new digital environmentthe new digital environment

 ComplexComplex

 InnovativeInnovative

 InterdisciplinaryInterdisciplinary

 Human rights relatedHuman rights related



SourcesSources

 EU documents EU documents -- the Lisbon Strategy, the Europe the Lisbon Strategy, the Europe 
2020 Strategy including the Digital Agenda for 2020 Strategy including the Digital Agenda for 
Europe, etc.Europe, etc.

 Council of Europe Council of Europe –– ECtHR caselaw, ECtHR caselaw, 
conventions, recommendations and declarations conventions, recommendations and declarations 

 Other documents Other documents -- UNESCO, OSCE, OECD, etc. UNESCO, OSCE, OECD, etc. 

 Good practicesGood practices



Goals and Objectives of the ProjectGoals and Objectives of the Project

 To provide knowledge and understanding To provide knowledge and understanding 
about the boundaries of freedom of about the boundaries of freedom of 
expression in the new multidimensional expression in the new multidimensional 
media environment media environment 

 To raise awareness about the new To raise awareness about the new 
developments in the media field developments in the media field –– about about 
concepts, standards, indicatorsconcepts, standards, indicators

 To strengthen the skills of media To strengthen the skills of media 
professionals and other users on the netprofessionals and other users on the net



Goals and Objectives of the Project Goals and Objectives of the Project 
(2)(2)

 To lay the foundations of innovative and To lay the foundations of innovative and 
creative journalism creative journalism 

 To encourage investigative journalismTo encourage investigative journalism
 To develop ethical standards for To develop ethical standards for 

journalists, bloggers, other media actors journalists, bloggers, other media actors 
and usersand users



Who Are the Addressees of the Who Are the Addressees of the 
Project?Project?

 Media professionalsMedia professionals
 Professional and nonProfessional and non--professional journalistsprofessional journalists
 Other media actorsOther media actors
 1.Bloggers1.Bloggers
 2.Whistle blowers and human rights activists2.Whistle blowers and human rights activists
 Content creators Content creators -- paying particular attention to paying particular attention to 

the young segment of the group.the young segment of the group.



Basic ApproachesBasic Approaches

 Establishing dialogue with interested organizations and Establishing dialogue with interested organizations and 
persons throughpersons through

 1. Discussion of topical cases and their coverage by the 1. Discussion of topical cases and their coverage by the 
national media with media professionals and studentsnational media with media professionals and students

 2. Introduction of an optional subject for students in 2. Introduction of an optional subject for students in 
journalism journalism –– fundamentals of onfundamentals of on--line journalism line journalism 
stressing the practical perspective of the themes stressing the practical perspective of the themes 
concernedconcerned

 3. Organization of side events that will generate 3. Organization of side events that will generate 
additional ideas and support the accomplishment of the additional ideas and support the accomplishment of the 
core objectives of the projectcore objectives of the project



Basic Approaches (2)Basic Approaches (2)

 Establishing partnerships with other innovative projects Establishing partnerships with other innovative projects 
–– e.g. the WebDoc project presented at a twoe.g. the WebDoc project presented at a two--day day 
seminar in Bulgaria bridging audiovisual creation and seminar in Bulgaria bridging audiovisual creation and 
online documentary creationonline documentary creation

 Making the project more interactive and visible through Making the project more interactive and visible through 
the opportunities provided by other events and initiativesthe opportunities provided by other events and initiatives

 Presenting the midPresenting the mid--term results and research at term results and research at 
international conferencesinternational conferences

 Publishing regular information about the project and its Publishing regular information about the project and its 
outcomesoutcomes

 Final publication of the translated training materialsFinal publication of the translated training materials



Expected Deliverables and MeetingsExpected Deliverables and Meetings

 Four training materials and a toolkitFour training materials and a toolkit

 1.General regulatory and self1.General regulatory and self--regulatory framework regulatory framework 
(Bulgaria, Malta)(Bulgaria, Malta)

 2. Blogosphere (Slovakia)2. Blogosphere (Slovakia)

 3.New media ethics (Slovakia/Bulgaria, Romania)3.New media ethics (Slovakia/Bulgaria, Romania)

 4.Media and terrorism online (Malta)4.Media and terrorism online (Malta)

 5. Investigative journalism online (Slovakia/Bulgaria, 5. Investigative journalism online (Slovakia/Bulgaria, 
Romania)Romania)

 6. Audiovisual toolkit (Romania)6. Audiovisual toolkit (Romania)

 Three training seminars Three training seminars –– Timisoara, Sofia and BratislavaTimisoara, Sofia and Bratislava



Cooperation with Other Organizations Cooperation with Other Organizations 
and Possible Expansion of the Projectand Possible Expansion of the Project

 To secure appropriate fundingTo secure appropriate funding

 To get expertiseTo get expertise

 To achieve greater publicity and supportTo achieve greater publicity and support

 To use the outcomes of the project as a To use the outcomes of the project as a 
know how for other countries and know how for other countries and 
communitiescommunities



Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!
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